This Guest Column appeared in the Arizona Daily Star, Tucson, on July 23, 2005.

THE U.S. NEEDS THE BEST SCIENCE, NOT POLITICAL INTIMIDATION OF SCIENTISTS.

Thomas W. Swetnam, Professor & Director, Laboratory of Tree-Ring Research
Karl Flessa, Professor, Geosciences, Ecology & Evolutionary Biology

On June 23, 2005 Congressman Joe Barton (R-TX), chairman of the House Energy & Commerce Committee, sent letters to three scientists -- Dr. Michael Mann, University of Virginia, Dr. Raymond Bradley, University of Massachusetts, and Dr. Malcolm Hughes, University of Arizona -- requesting all data, documentation of methods, and computer code pertaining to all of their past research, and records of all grants and contracts received throughout their entire careers. This inquiry is an attempt to harass and intimidate researchers who are engaged in global climate change research, and to promote a negative public perception of the validity of research findings on global warming. Mann, Bradley and Hughes (MBH) are a target of this inquiry because a graph from their research showing rapid warming of the northern hemisphere during the last century --- the so-called “Hockey Stick” --- has become a symbol of global warming.

We are scientists knowledgeable about global climate change research, and we have confidence in and a deep respect for Dr. Hughes and his work. As fellow faculty members and colleagues of Dr. Hughes we object to the nature of Rep. Barton’s request, and we strongly support Dr. Hughes and his fellow scientists in their response to this inquiry.

We agree with the American Association for the Advancement of Science, the U.S. National Academy of Sciences, and the European Geosciences Union, among others, that Rep. Barton’s inquiry of Dr. Hughes and his colleagues is inappropriate and unlikely to advance understanding of the important topic of climate change.

As MBH point out in their response, the relevant data sets, methods, and software necessary to evaluate and replicate their original research results are already accessible to anyone. The National Science Foundation has declared that MBH have fully complied with all their standards for disclosure. Indeed, independent research teams have replicated the relevant MBH research using the same and different data sets and methods, and they have generally confirmed MBH’s findings. Furthermore, the conclusion that the earth is warming, and that this warming is largely due to human causes, does not depend upon the MBH findings. Even President Bush has acknowledged the scientific consensus that global warming is occurring and human-generated greenhouse gases are involved. Hence, attempts to discredit the scientist’s work in the political arena are misguided. Rep. Barton’s request for extensive information on all of the research that these productive scientists have conducted throughout their long careers is especially inappropriate because much of it is unrelated to the topic of global warming.
Our concern extends beyond this particular case to the precedent that might be established by this inquiry. This type of investigation by Congress is likely to have a chilling effect on scientists who are conducting research on topics that are potentially controversial or contrary to political positions of those in power. Hearings with witnesses and commissioned reviews by reputable scientific organizations (e.g., the National Academy of Sciences) are much more appropriate Congressional mechanisms for discovering and evaluating policy-relevant science.

University of Arizona faculty who share the views expressed in this column are listed below. Note that not all scientists and engineers listed here claim expertise in climate change research.


Eric A. Betterton, Professor, Atmospheric Sciences

William V. Boynton, Professor, Planetary Sciences, Lunar and Planetary Laboratory

Paul D. Brooks, Assistant Professor, Hydrology and Water Resources

Julia E. Cole, Associate Professor, Geosciences

Andrew C. Comrie, Professor, Geography & Regional Development

Michael A. Crimmins, Assistant Professor, Soil, Water, and Environmental Science

Jeffrey S. Dean, Professor, Laboratory of Tree-Ring Research, Anthropology

Michael J. Drake, Professor & Department Head, Planetary Sciences, Lunar and Planetary Laboratory


Paul R. Fish, Curator, Arizona State Museum and Professor, Anthropology

Suzanne Fish, Curator, Arizona State Museum and Professor, Anthropology

Gregg Garfin, CLIMAS Program Manager, Institute for the Study of Planet Earth

Tom Gehrels, Professor, Planetary Sciences, Lunar and Planetary Laboratory

Katherine K. Hirschboeck, Associate Professor, Laboratory of Tree-Ring Research, Atmospheric Sciences
E. Robert Kursinski, Associate Professor, Atmospheric Sciences, Planetary Sciences
Kathy Jacobs, Associate Professor, Soil Water and Environmental Science
Kevin E. Lansey, Professor, Civil Engineering and Engineering Mechanics
Jonathan I. Lunine, Professor, Planetary Sciences, Lunar and Planetary Laboratory
Thomas Maddock III, Professor & Department Head, Hydrology and Water Resources
Thomas Meixner, Associate Professor, Hydrology and Water Resources
Alfred S. McEwen Professor & Director, Planetary Image Research Laboratory, Lunar and Planetary Laboratory
Thomas R. McGuire, Research Anthropologist, Bureau of Applied Research in Anthropology
Guy R. McPherson, Professor, School of Natural Resources, Ecology & Evolutionary Biology
Barbara Morehouse, Deputy Director, Institute for the Study of Planet Earth, Adjunct Assistant Professor, Geography & Regional Development
Steven L. Mullen, Professor & Department Head, Atmospheric Sciences
Shlomo P. Neuman, Regents' Professor, Hydrology and Water Resources
Mary Kay O'Rourke, Associate Professor, Mel & Enid Zuckerman College of Public Health
Barron Orr, Assistant Professor, Office of Arid Lands Studies
Thomas W. Peterson, Professor & Dean, College of Engineering
David Quanrud, Research Scientist, Office of Arid Lands Studies
Juan Mario Restrepo, Professor, Mathematics
George H. Rieke, Regents Professor, Planetary Sciences, Lunar and Planetary Laboratory
Joaquin Ruiz, Dean, College of Science, Professor, Geosciences
Thomas E. Sheridan, Professor, The Southwest Center and Anthropology
Adam P. Showman, Assistant Professor, Planetary Sciences Lunar and Planetary Laboratory

W. James Shuttleworth, Professor, Hydrology & Water Resources, Atmospheric Sciences

Charles P. Sonett, Regents Professor Emeritus, Planetary Sciences Lunar and Planetary Laboratory

Robert G. Strom, Professor Emeritus, Planetary Sciences, Lunar and Planetary Laboratory

Timothy D. Swindle, Professor, Planetary Sciences Lunar and Planetary Laboratory, Geosciences

Ramzi Touchan, Research Associate Professor, Laboratory of Tree-Ring Research

Ronald Towner, Adjunct Assistant Professor, Laboratory of Tree-Ring Research

Willem J.D. van Leeuwen, Research Scientist, Arizona Remote Sensing Center, Office of Arid Lands Studies

Juan B. Valdes, Professor & Department Head, Civil Engineering and Eng. Mechanics; Professor, Hydrology and Water Resources

Robert G. Varady, Research Professor and Deputy Director, Udall Center for Studies in Public Policy

Roger Yelle, Professor, Planetary Sciences, Lunar and Planetary Laboratory

Stephen R. Yool, Associate Professor, of Geography and Regional Development

Dr. Xubin Zeng, Professor, Atmospheric Sciences